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Abstract
In this paper we argue that dimensioning for elastic traffic can be achieved in some network scenarios. The “fun factor” \( \varphi \) is introduced as a basic measure of perceived quality of service (QoS) for elastic traffic. As the impact of \( \varphi \) on the perceived QoS is easy to see, target values for \( \varphi \) for residential or business network access can be quantified. Several existing models for dimensioning data networks are compared, the M/G/r-PS model is generalized to arbitrary link rates and a rate convolution approach is presented which allows to dimension links when the distribution of bit rates available from the Internet is known. All approaches are compared using a consistent set of parameters derived from recent high-speed access measurement results, giving an indication of the general relation between the fun factor and the packet loss probability as a more classical QoS measure. Index terms: Dimensioning; perceived QoS; Fun Factor; TCP; Elastic Traffic; Comparison; M/G/r-PS; Processor Sharing.

1 Introduction
It has been argued that due to its complexity and constant growth, every attempt at dimensioning parts of the Internet must fail. However, there are certain parts of the Internet and some other IP networks where dimensioning can successfully be achieved. One example is the tuning of the capacity of an access trunk line \( \otimes \) to the total capacity of all subscriber access lines \( \otimes \) in the scenario depicted in Fig. 1.

The trunk line must have enough capacity in the upstream direction (from subscribers to core network) to accommodate the sum of all upstream traffic as well as enough downstream capacity to satisfy the download needs of all subscribers.

![Figure 1: Access Architecture](image)

If all subscribers fully utilized their access lines with full-rate stream traffic, the trunk line capacity would have to be the sum of all access line rates. However, judging from current Internet usage, a multiplexing gain can be achieved by exploiting the statistical features...
of the download traffic, which is mostly elastic TCP traffic. The following investigations will help to find and understand the dimensioning target to aim for.

Other scenarios are non-Internet IP networks like company Intranets or the fixed access network part of future mobile radio systems, which will also carry a significant amount of data traffic. Here it is especially important to offer a certain level of quality also to the elastic data traffic as the mobile radio link is a scarce resource which should have a high utilization.

In differentiated services networks, the following dimensioning criteria can be used for the higher quality classes in order to estimate the achievable QoS in a class or to find out which amount of capacity to allocate to a class.

Two extreme positions have been found in the literature as to which parameter values to choose when dimensioning for elastic traffic.

Some authors, e.g. [1], see elastic traffic equal to best-effort traffic which does not generate much revenue when operating a network and therefore argue that a minimum rate guarantee plus admission control is the right way to achieve a high network utilization while still maintaining a minimum necessary service level. The main argument in favour of this approach is that customers tend to pay only for the service they need and provided that elastic traffic can be transported with a minimum tolerable rate, no additional revenue can be generated from offering more than this necessary rate.

Other authors, e.g. [2], see the elastic traffic as the major reason why subscribers are currently investing into high-speed access links and therefore the access system must be able to offer adequate capacity to this traffic. However, when traditional QoS measures and parameter values like a loss probability of $10^{-6}$ are employed, the resulting link capacities will be overdimensioned [3].

In section 2 we will further discuss the dimensioning issues and introduce the *fun factor* as a parameter for perceived QoS with elastic traffic. In section 3 different models for stream and elastic data traffic are summarized using a consistent notation, which helps comparing the corresponding results using measured traffic parameters in section 4.

## 2 Dimensioning for Elastic Traffic

Traditional QoS measures like mean delay, delay quantiles, delay variation or loss probability miss the point when they are employed with elastic traffic. On the one hand, TCP is well able to adapt its transmission rate to bandwidth bottlenecks, so that the packet loss probability is kept at a certain low level, which is also evaluated for rate feedback information. On the other hand, a low bandwidth can have a significant impact on the perceived QoS of a connection as the main use of a TCP connection is to transport a given traffic volume from one host to another. A good QoS measure should therefore consider this parameter as the most relevant for elastic traffic.

### 2.1 Dimensioning Targets

As introduced in sec. 1, the scope of this paper is dimensioning one access trunk line shared by a number of access lines. The main dimensioning target is to make sure (according to a metric to be selected) that this access trunk is not the bottleneck for the upstream or downstream traffic on the individual access lines. Extensions of this approach can be imagined in network planning where the same metrics can be used to describe the quality of service achieved on the different links in a network.

In the following sections, we concentrate on a single traffic class and stationary offered traffic. When dealing with instationary traffic, it is usually advisable to restrict the analysis to peak traffic periods as otherwise a long time of low traffic demand would smooth out the critical congestion problems occurring during a peak traffic period. For multiple traffic classes to be considered, e.g. methods from [4, 1] can be employed.
The models introduced later take a traffic characteristic and provide QoS or dimensioning results with respect to this traffic characterization. Care must be taken in order to focus on the right level of interest and on a situation applicable to the considered network scenario when specifying the traffic model. An xDSL (digital subscriber line) or cable modem network usually provides line terminations inside the network for each subscriber, regardless of their activity, so that also “always-on” connections can be provided. In this case, the maximum number of active subscribers is equal to the total number of subscribers. In contrast, dial-up access usually limits the number of subscribers sharing the same access trunk line to the number of access ports connected to this line, so that the amount of network resources (i.e. bandwidth) to be provided per access port will differ significantly in both cases. In the rest of this paper, we will use the traffic observed in active client sessions. In a dial-up network model, this is also the number of access ports whereas in an xDSL or cable modem network model the total number of subscribers will be higher than the number of active access lines during the peak hour.

2.2 Buffers

A main issue of distinction between models for stream traffic and models for elastic traffic is the way buffers are considered. For stream traffic, burst scale buffering is often used to reduce packet loss. On the contrary, elastic traffic is able to adapt to the available bandwidths and therefore large buffers are neither needed nor as effective as with stream traffic. Long-range dependence (LRD) in data traffic [5], which is a consequence of heavy-tailed burst sizes and durations [6], further reduces the effectiveness of buffers because the packet loss probability cannot be significantly reduced even by huge buffers in the presence of LRD traffic [7, 8]. In those cases, large buffers drastically increase the packet delay without really reducing packet loss.

Consequently, it is a sensible approach to assume that all network nodes provide enough buffer space to cope with packet scale queueing 1 but buffers are small enough not to increase packet delays too much. In such an environment, bufferless fluid loss models or processor sharing models with infinite buffer are applicable – provided that in the real system there is a small buffer present for packet scale multiplexing. Using bufferless models has two major advantages over buffer models: Heavy tailed ON phase distributions do not influence the results and the actual buffer sizes of network elements need not be known.

2.3 Access Control

There are several approaches towards quality problems in the Internet today. One extreme is to “throw bandwidth at them”, the other extreme is to solve quality problems “the old way”, i.e. by introducing intelligence at the network layer, using access control (AC) to ensure a connection can only be accepted when there is enough bandwidth available along the whole path it will take through the network.

[4, 1] argue in favour of AC in order to allow a high network utilization while still guaranteeing a minimum rate for each TCP connection. But if no access control is employed, TCP connections still receive a QoS that can be statistically quantified and dimensioned to have a certain mean or quantile value as we will show below. The differences between this dimensioning and employing access control are:

- Access control requires additional network layer functions.
- Access control allows to reach higher network utilization.
- Under unplanned overload, access control reduces the QoS by increasing the blocking probability for new connections whereas in networks without access control, the

---

1Packet scale queueing describes the effect that due to asynchronous multiplexing of packet traffic, multiple packets from different input links must be serialized to share the same output link.
perceived QoS of all connections – including the already existing ones – is reduced. In the extreme, this can lead to a starvation of all connections.

Deriving dimensioning results without AC can therefore be seen as a step in quantifying how much bandwidth to “throw at the problem”, i.e. how much a link needs to be overdimensioned in comparison to AC in order to deliver a comparable total QoS comprising the blocking probability as well as the achievable rate within an existing connection. As mentioned above, this cost of overdimensioning has to be put in contrast to the savings made by not investing into network layer functions to support AC functions in every router.

2.4 Definition of the Fun Factor

In an effort to capture the quality of service for elastic traffic, the following measure is defined: A parameter \( \varphi \), which should be as simple as possible, gives the QoS achieved in a TCP connection relative to a theoretically possible value. In addition, \( \varphi \) should have a maximum of one under ideal circumstances and a minimum of zero if there is no service at all.

Making this quantity a relative measure of QoS allows us to quantify the relative difference of systems. Consider again the access scenario depicted in Fig. 1. Here the “ideal” situation is as follows: Every subscriber can utilize the full bandwidth of their access line whenever they want. Relative to this reference situation, the service degradation can be observed as an increase in transfer time or as a decrease in the available rate. This leads to the following two equivalent formulations for the access fun factor \( \varphi_A \) with the bit rate \( B \) and the capacity \( C_{AL} \) of an access line where \( t_{\text{ideal}} \) is the time a data transfer would have taken if \( C_{AL} \) had been utilized fully.

\[
\varphi_A = \frac{t_{\text{ideal}}}{t_{\text{observed}}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\varphi_A = \frac{\mathbb{E}[B|B > 0]}{C_{AL}} \quad (2)
\]

The quantity \( \varphi \) is called “fun factor” to stress the fact that the corresponding elastic traffic service can usually also be used at much lower rates – with a corresponding loss in the enjoyment of usage. As such, it is also applicable for different service providers to use the fun factor as a means of differentiation.

For business scenarios, of course the same term can be changed into “access line usage efficiency”. Both time based and money based markets are in principle described adequately by this measure as it answers both questions “How long did I have to wait using my flat rate service?” as well as “How much could I have gained from a high-price service if the network had been perfect?” The reciprocal questions addressing the cost, of course, cannot be answered in general as the answers depend on the actual tariffing structures.

The same approach as for the access fun factor can be taken towards other fun factors with respect to other limiting resources like e.g. the (variable) rate available in the real Internet, the rate available from a server or the rate that a client device gets with respect to the maximum rate it can consume.

Note that the idea of considering the rate decrease or delay increase as a QoS parameter for elastic traffic is not new. A delay factor \( f_R \approx 1/\varphi \) to describe the service degradation due to less-than-ideal transmission rates for elastic traffic has been defined before [9, 1]. However, the attempt to quantify \( \varphi \) in order to dimension for a certain target value and to find corresponding target values for loss models is novel.

Continuing the above arguments about time and money based markets, we can estimate target values for \( \varphi \): Residential subscribers have bought new Internet access equipment increasing the bandwidth by factors of 2–3. Assuming that the old equipment was operated at the limits of its throughput capacity (\( \varphi \approx 1 \)), the same rate would correspond to a fun factor of \( \varphi = 0.3–0.5 \) with the new equipment. A noticeable improvement can therefore
be felt if $\varphi > 0.7-0.8$. For business customers, on the other hand, the target values should be much higher, e.g. 95 or even 99%, depending on the degree of service requested. For high-quality business access, one could also imagine determining the distribution of $\varphi$ and demanding that the ratio of connections with $\varphi < 90\%$ be less than a certain percentage during busy hours.

3 Traffic Models for Dimensioning

In the following, a few models for dimensioning data networks are summarized. A more extensive summary and comparison of classical models is attempted in [10]. There are some fundamental differences between the traffic models such as a finite or infinite number of traffic sources, the assumption of greedy vs. rate limited sources and between the system models where loss models with or without buffer are opposed to rate sharing models.

3.1 Engset Fluid Flow

A simple approach for a burst scale loss model with homogeneous ON/OFF sources has been given by [11, 9, 1, 2]. It is based on fluid flow modelling and computes the fraction of fluid traffic that is lost when more traffic is offered than a bufferless system can handle. Being a fluid model, it does not consider packet scale queueing and loss and is therefore realistic for a real system with small buffers. The complete absence of a buffer in the fluid model allows concentrating on rate multiplexing effects without having to include any traffic correlation into the model. In essence, the model is robust with respect to correlation parameters like mean or distribution of burst (ON phase) duration or the long-term correlations described by the Hurst parameter.

A single source is described by the parameters $r_{ON}$ for the data rate in the ON phase and $\beta$ for the probability of the source to be in the ON state. If the traffic from $n$ such sources is multiplexed on a link with a total capacity $c_L$, the fraction of fluid traffic lost, $p_{loss}$, is given by (3):

$$P_{loss} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \binom{n}{i} \beta^i (1-\beta)^{n-i} \cdot \frac{r_{ON} - c_L}{\rho \cdot c_L}$$

Eq. (3) computes $p_{loss}$ from a sum over all overload states, using the binomial distribution $p_k$ for the probability of $i$ sources being in the ON state, assuming independent state transitions of all sources.

$$p_k = \binom{n}{i} \beta^i (1-\beta)^{n-i}$$

The relative total offered load in this case is

$$\rho = \frac{nr_{ON}}{c_L}$$

3.2 Fractional Brownian Motion

Norros [12] introduced a fluid model of a buffer fed by Fractional Brownian Motion traffic in an attempt to incorporate the long-range dependence properties observed in many data traffic measurements. The basic traffic model is a fluid source that generates traffic according to the arrival process

$$A_t = mt + \sqrt{ma}Z_t$$

with mean rate $m$, variance coefficient $a$ and Hurst parameter $H$ (property of the FBM $Z_t$).
On the time scale of $t_0 > 0$, the fractional Brownian Motion $Z_{t_0}$ has an expectation of zero and a variance equal to one. According to the scaling law for self-similar traffic, the variance of average values taken over a longer time decreases dependent on the Hurst parameter $H$:

$$\text{VAR} \left[ \frac{1}{t/t_0} Z_t \right] = \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right)^{-2(1-H)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Accordingly, the variance of $A_t$ depends on the counting time $t$:

$$\text{VAR} \left[ \frac{t}{t_0} A_t \right] = ma \cdot \left( \frac{t}{t_0} \right)^{-2(1-H)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

This equation also explains the role of the variance coefficient $m$ and shows how it can be determined from a variance-time plot.

The link capacity needed to accommodate one source with parameters $m$, $a$ and $H$ is given as

$$C = m + \left( H^H (1 - H)^{-H} \right)^{-1} \frac{U}{\alpha} \frac{\pi}{2} \sqrt{-2 \ln \varepsilon} \frac{1}{\alpha \pi} rac{\alpha}{2} \frac{\alpha}{m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

if a loss rate $\varepsilon$ is tolerable and a burst scale buffer of size $x$ is present. For multiplexing $n$ homogeneous sources, Norros [12] gives the scaling laws $m^{(n)} = n \cdot m^{(1)}$, $a^{(n)} = n \cdot a^{(1)}$ and $H^{(n)} = H^{(1)}$.

### 3.3 Processor Sharing

Processor sharing (PS) models provide a simple and effective way of dealing with the elastic properties of traffic carried by transport protocols which adapt the transmission rate to the available capacity in the network.

Lindberg[1] describes a PS queueing model M/G/r-PS for a link which can accommodate $r$ times the peak rate $r_{ON}$ of an individual source, i.e.

$$r = \frac{cL}{r_{ON}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

for integer $r$ and negative exponential interarrival time distribution (i.e. an infinite number of sources) offering a total offered load $\rho$ to the link. Lindberger derives a delay factor $f_{R}$ which is roughly $1/\varphi$ (except for the averaging process).

For sources which have a maximum rate greater than the link rate, the corresponding M/G/1-PS model gives a delay factor of $f_{R} = 1/(1 - \rho)$ leading to $\varphi \approx 1 - \rho$.

For the M/G/r-PS model, the delay factor is based on Erlang’s formula for waiting probability in the corresponding M/G/r-FIFO waiting system:

$$f_R = 1 + \frac{1}{r(1 - \rho)} \cdot \frac{\left( \frac{r \rho}{e} \right)^r}{\left( 1 - \rho \right) \sum_{i=0}^{r-1} \frac{(r \rho)^i}{i!} + \frac{(r \rho)^r}{r!}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

In order to use this model for dimensioning links, it is favourable to extend it to arbitrary link rates, i.e. non-integer values of $r$. Define $r_g$ as the number of sources that can be served by the link without extra delay:

$$r_g = \left\lfloor \frac{cL}{r_{ON}} \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Using $X$ as a random variable for the number of sources in the ON state, the expectation of the random delay factor $F_R$ is

$$f_R = \mathbb{E}[F_R] \equiv \mathbb{E}[F_R|X \leq r_g] \frac{\mathbb{P}(0 \leq X \leq r_g)}{\mathbb{P}(X > 0)}$$

$$+ \sum_{i=r_g+1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}[F_R|X = i] \frac{\mathbb{P}(X = i)}{\mathbb{P}(X > 0)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)
While \( F_R \) is equal to one in the states \( X \leq r_g \), it is \( i/r \) when more sources are active. The state probabilities are given by

\[
p_i = P\{X = i\} = \begin{cases} \frac{(r\rho)^i}{i!}p_0, & i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, r_g \\ \frac{(r\rho)^i}{i!}p_{r_g}, & i > r_g \end{cases}
\]  

(14)

and

\[
p_0 = \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{r_g-1} \frac{(r\rho)^i}{i!} + \frac{(r\rho)^{r_g}}{(1 - \rho)} \right]^{-1}
\]  

(15)

The resulting mean delay factor is

\[
f_R = 1 + \frac{\rho}{r(1 - \rho)} \left( \frac{1}{1 - \rho} + r_g - r \right) \cdot \frac{(r\rho)^{r_g}}{1 - \rho} \cdot \sum_{i=0}^{r_g-1} \frac{(r\rho)^i}{i!}
\]  

(16)

Approximating \( 1 - p_0 \) by \( \rho \) and the waiting probability in (16) by the loss probability as computed from other models in this section, we obtain the following very coarse approximation:

\[
f_R \approx 1 + \frac{P_{\text{loss}}}{r(1 - \rho)}
\]  

(17)

Note that (17) is too optimistic as the waiting probability can be significantly higher than the loss probability in a corresponding bufferless system.

### 3.4 Rate Convolution

For a bufferless fluid loss computation, the loss probability is equal to the probability of the sum of all active sources’ rates being greater than the link rate. If the rate distribution for each single access line is given by the rate distribution probability density \( g_R(x) = \frac{d}{dx}P\{R_{ON} \leq x\} \) with Laplace transform (LT) \( L_R(s) \), this probability is given by the \( n \)-fold convolution of \( g_R(x) \) with itself, \( g_{R_n} \), which has the LT

\[
L_{R_n}(s) = (L_R(s))^n
\]  

(18)

Using the corresponding complementary distribution function \( C_{R_n}(x) \), the system overload probability is

\[
p_{\text{ovl}} = C_{R_n}(c_L)
\]  

(19)

the ratio of lost traffic is given by

\[
P_{\text{loss}} = \frac{1}{nE[R_{ON}]} \int_{x = c_L}^{x = \infty} (x - c_L)g_{R_n}(x)dx = \frac{1}{nE[R_{ON}]} \int_{x = c_L}^{x = \infty} C_{R_n}(x)dx
\]  

(20)

This approach can be regarded as similar to a continuous state Engset model where the sources are specified with a distribution of instantaneous rates instead of a probability of activity and a fixed ON state rate. With this feature, (20) can be used for sources with independently varying rates. In the case of elastic sources sharing common links, the rates are obviously not varying independently but vary such that the aggregated rate peaks are smaller than what they could be under the assumption of independence, so that (20) gives an upper bound for \( P_{\text{loss}} \).

The rate convolution approach differs from the other models in that it can take the distribution of achievable rates from the Internet into account. This feature makes the formula both more realistic and at the same time more dependent on up-to-date measurement results than the other approaches. In addition, there is in practice a problem of finding the right averaging time resolution to determine the rate distributions.
3.5 Simulation Models Used

Two burst level (fluid flow) simulation programs have been used to allow more detailed statistical analysis, validation and extension of the analytical results given above. In both simulation models, the traffic is modeled by a fluid flow with an intensity equal to the sum of the rates of the currently active sources. Program A allows loss simulations with various buffer sizes whereas Program B simulates a processor sharing system where at each source ON and OFF instant the available capacity is re-distributed fairly among the currently active sources taking into account the source’s current target rate. In simulation model B no explicit buffer is simulated as all sources are regulated within zero time to the new available rates. By reducing the available rate, the duration of the ON phase of a source is correspondingly increased.

3.6 Summary of Models

Tab. 1 summarizes the properties of the different models with respect to the number of sources, the burst level buffer sizes, source rate limit, source type and rate sharing options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>ON/OFF</th>
<th>Rate Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engset Fluid Flow</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$r_{ON}$</td>
<td>ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBM</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>unlimited</td>
<td>FBM</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M/G/$r$-PS</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>enough</td>
<td>$r_{ON}$</td>
<td>ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$C_R(x)$</td>
<td>open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation A</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>$r_{ON}$</td>
<td>ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation B</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>$C_R(x)$</td>
<td>ON/OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Comparison of Results

The results obtained from the different models are compared in sections 4.2 and 4.3 using common and comparable sets of parameters derived from measured data described briefly in section 4.1.

4.1 Measured Traffic

Comparable sets of parameters are needed to objectively compare the results obtained with different models. As the models require different types of parameters, measurement results have been used to derive the individual parameter values. In accordance with the idea of dimensioning an access trunk line, traffic traces have been collected close to clients during an ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line) field trial in Münster, Germany, where 100 subscribers have been observed from May to December 1998 [13]. Measurements were taken cyclically in groups of around 7 users for a week each. Each subscriber accessed the Internet through a line with a configured rate limit of 2.5Mbit/s downstream and 384kbit/s upstream. The access trunk line (\(\mathcal{T}\) in Fig. 1) was a 100Mbit/s line offering bandwidth in abundance. Servers outside University of Münster’s campus network could be reached via its 34Mbit/s connection to the German Research Network. The dependence of parameters on access link speeds is discussed in [14].
The parameters observed for HTTP/TCP/IP/Ethernet traffic in active client access sessions are summarized in Tab. 2. A client access session has been defined as the interval in time in which a client computer transmits or receives packets with pauses of no more than 10 minutes. Mean rate \( m \), variance coefficient \( \alpha \) and Hurst parameter \( H \) have been determined from a variance-time plot covering the time scales from 10ms up to one day. The region for consistent \( \alpha \) and \( H \) estimation was between around 50ms and 3min.

The measured one second average bit rates during active HTTP client sessions as defined above have been used for the rate convolution model from sec. 3.4. The \( n \)-fold convolution and the evaluation of (20) have been performed numerically on the measured distribution using linear interpolation between the distribution values.

Simulation B requires a rate and duration distribution for ON phases in order to allow the (possibly more realistic) investigation of run factors under the assumption of a distribution of rates available from the Internet similar to when the measurement data were recorded. During a client session, it is realistic to assume that the duration of a phase of constant rate is distributed approximately like the duration of a TCP connection. In the measured data, this duration had a mean of 57s and a coefficient of variation of 16. For the simulation, a Pareto distribution truncated [15, 16] at 70000s has been used, which corresponds very well to the measured data. The rate distribution in the ON phases has been extracted from the active client rate distribution as the conditional distribution for rates that are greater than zero. A best fit was obtained using a truncated Pareto distribution with a minimum value of 19kbit/s, \( \alpha = 1.5 \) and a censoring bound of 2.5Mbit/s, i.e. a concentration of the remaining tail probability mass on the discrete value of 2.5Mbit/s, which is in good correspondence with the measured distribution. The probability for the rate to be zero for one second during an active session was 0.8. This has been used to determine the mean of a negative exponential OFF phase duration (228sec).

### 4.2 QoS Indicator Results

In Fig. 2, analysis and simulation results are depicted for 32 and 800 sources with parameters as described above. In order to plot it together with loss ratio results, the run factor has been replaced by \( 1 - \varphi \) in the plots. The results in the graph are:

- \( p_{\text{loss}} \) from simulation A, given with 95% confidence intervals.
- \( p_{\text{loss}} \) according to the Enset analysis (3).
- \( 1 - \varphi \) from simulation B with ON/OFF sources and \( r_{\text{ON}} = 2.5 \text{Mbit/s} \).
- \( 1 - \varphi \) from the M/G/r-PS analysis (16).
- \( 1 - \varphi \) from approximation (17).
Additional simulations agree with the analysis result that the ON phase distribution has no influence on the loss ratio or mean fun factor results for the bufferless or processor sharing models even in the limited sources case.

In the parameter range chosen here, the results for $p_{\text{loss}}$ and $1 - \phi$ are almost indistinguishable and vary by about 10–20% in terms of the rate necessary to give the same level of QoS.

The picture changes when the real rates available from the Internet are included in the evaluation. As mentioned before, in order to work with such values, these rates must be measured frequently in order to keep track with the evolution of the Internet. For the rate distribution documented in sec. 4.1, Fig. 3 gives the dependence of $1 - \phi$ as obtained from simulation B with ON rates randomly chosen from the ON rate distribution.

It can easily be seen that with this real rate distribution, the achievable fun factors are much higher than would be expected from loss rate dimensioning, even if a target $1 - \phi$ had been used for $p_{\text{loss}}$. However, it cannot be stressed too often that in order to profit from this additional gain, an operator must keep track of the evolution of bit rates available from the Internet and re-dimension their access trunk lines accordingly.

### 4.3 Dimensioning Results

Fig. 4 depicts a summary of the results from the analytical models for a wider range of $n$. The comparison is done with respect to the predicted required link capacity $c_L(n)$ to serve $n$ sources with a given QoS measure. The following models and parameters have been used:
• The required accumulate mean rate of all sources, $n \cdot m$.
• $P_{\text{loss}} = 10^{-6}$ in the Engset model (3).
• $P_{\text{loss}} = 10^{-6}$ and $x = 1$ in the Fractional Brownian Motion model (9).
• $E[\varphi] = 0.99$ in the M/G/r-PS analysis (16).
• $P_{\text{loss}} = 10^{-6}$ for rate convolution (20).

![Comparison of Dimensioning Results](image)

Figure 4: Comparison of Dimensioning Results. For abbreviations and parameters see text in sec. 4.3.

The dimensioning results are in fairly good agreement with each other, except for the FBM result which is over-emphasizing the long range dependence and under-estimating the bandwidth required to satisfy a small number of access links. The results from (16) are nearly indistinguishable from the Engset results if $E[\varphi] = 1 - 10^{-6}$ is used.

5 Conclusions

In this paper the “fun factor” $\varphi$ was introduced as a basic measure of perceived quality of service for elastic traffic. As the impact of $\varphi$ on the perceived QoS is easy to see, it is a simple task to define target values for $\varphi$ for residential or business network access. Different existing models for dimensioning data networks were compared. The M/G/r-PS model from [1] was generalized to arbitrary link rates and a new approach for dimensioning links with a known distribution of the available rate from the Internet (rate convolution) was added. A comparison with a consistent set of parameters derived from recent measurement results helped to see the general relation between the fun factor and the packet loss probability as a more classical QoS measure.

If the distribution of rates available from the Internet is known, bandwidth can be saved due to better multiplexing of sources with lower ON rates. The time scale used for the rate distribution should be smaller than the duration of the connections of interest.

In order to validate especially the fluid simulation results, simulations including full TCP models should be performed. A continuous state model might help deriving the distribution or mean of $\varphi$ in the rate convolution context analytically.

It should be an easy task to define a measurement method for $\varphi$ based on fluid rate sharing assumptions. Such a method could help Internet service providers (ISPs) monitoring their access trunks towards customers as well as their interconnection points towards the rest of the Internet. A future application could also be to include $\varphi$ limits in service level agreements or offer ISPs to advertise their good network performance and overdimensioning towards their subscribers as a differentiation feature.
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